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Letter from the Chair:

Welcome fellow citizens of Panem to the year of 2147. My name is

Jasmine Mah and I am very excited to present to you the 75th Hunger

Games Council Crisis committee. During our committee sessions I hope

to engage you in interesting debate, hear new perspectives, and see

what you all make of your characters. If you are a hunger games fan

like me, I am sure you are very excited for this, and even if you are

not, I am sure you will find it very fun to debate as if you were in a

dystopian society.

Though this is technically a ‘make believe’ universe, a lot of what we

will discuss can be applied to our current society, or even how things

will look in the future. Whether it be the immense wealth of the

Capitol in comparison with the poverty in the districts, or even

issues like censorship and propaganda, we can take our knowledge of

history and the government to assess our decisions in this committee.

This committee will begin shortly after the 74th Hunger Games and

there will need to be decisions made, people eliminated, and lots

more. If you have already read the books or watched the movies, please

do not include any of the information that comes after “The Hunger

Games” (1st Book).

I hope that you all have fun and that we have productive sessions!

May The Odds Be Ever In Your Favor,

Jasmine Mah

Chair
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Intro to committee:

Welcome Letter From President Snow

Citizens of Panem,

Our society has been successful the past 74 years that we have

implemented the Hunger Games. An event to commemorate those who live

in the Capitol and the lives of those who have attempted and failed to

fight against us. As we are all citizens of Panem, it is important to

understand how much of a threat it can be to our society if we choose

to let the issues within our nation persist.

Today we congregate to discuss multiple issues we are faced with. Ever

since the 74th Hunger Games where Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark

made their obnoxious statement, we have seen uprisings in certain

districts, worry within the Capitol, and we are now being threatened

as the 75th Games approaches. Not only should we begin to think about

solutions to our external squabbles in the districts, but we have to

begin coming up with new ideas for the next games. The 3rd Quarter

Quell is an event that allows for new rules of the games, and is held

in high esteem across Panem.

As the members of my council, you all will help make the best

decisions for us as a nation, and what will keep us together in the

next centuries to come.

May the Odds be Ever in your Favor,

President Snow
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How the committee will run

This committee will take place shortly after the events of the first Hunger Games
book/movie. For those who have not read the book/movie, there is enough
information in the background guide to catch you up. This will run as a traditional
crisis committee, with a chair, crisis director, crisis notes, and crisis updates.

Specifically for notes, we are looking for unique and creative character arcs, and will
be actively avoiding copying the events of the actual series. Although there are more
books and movies in the series that detail the events of the 75th hunger games, we
want delegates to be creative and stray away from this.

*Important Disclaimer*
The Hunger Games series consists of punishments far more severe than elimination,
rather contestants are meant to be killed. For the sake of the committee, all mentions
of killing within the games have been changed to elimination. We ask that this remain
consistent throughout debate and the duration of the committee in notes, directives,
and all else. This is the case with anything triggering from the series.

In order to hold the same weight as death, “elimination” would entail being banished
from Panem, still never being able to see your family again.
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History of Panem

Panem is a sovereign state that was established sometime after a series of ecological disasters and a
global conflict brought about the collapse of modern civilization. It is situated primarily in North
America, consisting of a federal district,the Capitol, and thirteen outlying districts.

For presumably the majority of its existence, Panem's government operated as an
authoritarian-totalitarian dictatorship and a police state, with the outlying Districts subservient to the
Capitol, expected to provide economic and material services in exchange for protection provided by
the Capitol's armies of Peacekeepers. Years of brutal oppression faced by the districts led to the start
of civil war known as the First Rebellion, led by District 13. Its failure brought about the Dark Days,
as well as a sadistic annual event known as the Hunger Games, established as a continual reminder
of the failed past insurrection and to never make an attempt at it again. Public executions and
whippings, severe restrictions on civil rights, and mass surveillance became common in Panem, if
not more so, in the years that followed. District 13 went under and was no longer in existence.

The Games- In the wake of the rebellion, the Capitol established the Hunger Games, an annual
event in which twenty-four children between the ages of twelve and eighteen, one boy and one girl
from each district, are chosen from a lottery and entered into a gladiatorial competition where they
must fight each other until only one remains standing. The event served two purposes. The first was
to demonstrate the overwhelming power the Capitol had over the districts by taking their children by
force and forcing them to eliminate each other in a no-rules competition. It was proof that the
Capitol's control over its people was so inexorable and unstoppable that they could do something so
sadistic as to force the children of their conquered foes to eliminate each other in a battle royale. The
second purpose was purely for entertainment. The Hunger Games are a nationally televised event in
the same vein as a reality show, its tributes practically considered celebrities and the events
themselves dramatized and glorified.

Districts:

Panem is made up of 12 districts.

District 1: Members of District 1 were known to produce luxury items such as jewelry. Due to
their skill in craftsmanship, the goods that came out of District 1 were used to decorate the Capitol.
Those who lived in District 1 were some of the wealthiest citizens of Panem. Tributes from District
1 were known as "Careers" because they trained for years before competing in the Hunger Games.
This was a wealthier district, and many of the citizens within could afford to put their children in top
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ranked training programs. Districts like these had a long history of victors of the games, due to
the pattern of wealth and opportunity within them.

District 2: Located in the Rocky Mountains, District 2 was one of the largest communities in
Panem. It was also home to wealthy citizens, resulting in a positive relationship with the Capitol.
District 2 was known for its masonry and weapon manufacturing. Being a top supplier in
weapons for the actual games, District 2 was also quite wealthy and had a long history of success
within the hunger games.

District 3: The main industry in District 3 was technology as the people there produced
televisions, computers, and other electronics. During Katniss' Victory Tour, she noticed that District
3 was one of the more rebellious districts.

District 4: District 4 specialized in the fishing industry. The citizens in District 4 were known to be
wealthy and very good-looking. Their tributes were also Careers, training from a very early age to
prepare for the Games.

District 5: District 5 was responsible for power and electricity. The area produced the electricity
that powered all of Panem. They housed a hydroelectric dam which many of the citizens worked in.
District 5 is one with a large gap between the demographics that lived there. There were some very
rich, and some very poor, both of which had the opportunity to be selected for the games.

District 6: The core industry within District 6 was transportation. It served as the hub for the
transport network throughout all of Panem.

District 7: District 7 supplied Panem with copious supplies of lumber. The area was said to be
surrounded mostly by trees.

District 8: District 8 was known for their work in the textiles industry. One of their factories was
dedicated to producing the uniforms used by the Peacekeepers.

District 9: The main industry at the focus of District 9 was grain production.

District 10: District 10 focused on the livestock industry. Their main job was to raise animals and
supply the meat to the Capitol.

District 11: District 11 was said to be composed of a very large area, possibly the entire Southern
region of Panem. Agriculture was the main industry of District 11 as the land was covered in
orchards, crop fields, and cattle farms. District 11 was one of the poorest districts and its citizens
lived in small shacks in an area patrolled by Peacekeepers.
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District 12: District 12 was the smallest and poorest district in Panem. The district was located
in Appalachia and their main industry was coal mining. Because District 12 was so poor, the
Capitol provided an opportunity for the citizens to get food. Children were allowed to get more
food for their family in exchange for putting their name multiple times as potential to be selected for
the games. This ended with the poorest children having their name in the running the most times.
This disadvantage was a component as to why District 12 had very few victors in all of the existence
of the hunger games.

District 13: District 13 was thought to have been destroyed by the Capitol during the First Rebellion
but it evidently made a deal to act as an independent nation. Before it seceded, District 13 was
known for mining graphite but its hidden industry was nuclear technology.
NOT AN OFFICIAL DISTRICT THAT PARTICIPATES IN HUNGER GAMES.

NOTABLE GAMES AND PEOPLE:

25th Hunger Games/ 1st Quarter Quell: In the 25th Hunger Games, the citizens of the districts
had to vote on who would compete in the Hunger Games. This was a way of reminding the rebels
that they were responsible for the Hunger Games, and it is their fault that their children compete in
the games every year. This was done to get rid of any unity within the people of Panem, showing
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that although they may be united by the title of a district, they would eventually have to single
out children to be a part of the games.

50th Hunger Games/ 2nd Quarter Quell: In the 50th Hunger Games, four tributes were chosen
from each district instead of the usual two. These games were brutal. Haymitch Abernathy of
District 12 won in the second Quarter Quell after using the arena's force field as a weapon by letting
the last tribute, a District 1 female, to throw her weapon (axe) against the force field so that the force
field would shoot it back at her like a projectile, killing her.

Haymitch Abernathy- The only victor from District 12 before Katniss and Peeta. The Capitol has
been keeping a close eye on him since the last hunger games, where he was a close friend and
advisor to the two people (Katniss and Peeta) who defied the very foundations of modern day
Panem.

Seneca Crane- The Head Gamemaker of the 74th Hunger Games. He allowed Katniss and Peeta to
both win the 74th Hunger Games. Has been under heavy scrutiny for allowing that and has been the
cause of sparks of rebellion among the districts.

Cinna- Katniss and Peeta’s designer. The clothes they wear during ceremonies are very important.
He made a statement before the 74th hunger games with the outfits he chose; his goal was to change
the image of district 12, and he did. Because he was able to make such a statement, many citizens of
the Capitol are fans of him, and support his work as a designer. What he does may sway the
opinions of the people in the districts and those in the Capitol.

Caesar Flickerman- The news/ TV Host in Panem. He has sway with the people of the Capitol
and in the districts because they know him and have known him all their lives.

Katniss Everdeen- One of the victors of the 74th Hunger Games. Not only did she win, but she
volunteered as an act of love for her little sister Primrose. This sparked a lot of interest across the
board because people wondered why a girl from a district with 1 victor would volunteer. Known for
her impeccable ability to wield a bow and arrow.

Peeta Mellark- One of the victors of the 74th Hunger Games. He proclaimed his love for his
fellow tribute Katniss Everdeen during the Games. Was raised poor in District 12 and he has skills in
painting and disguise, which he used in the games.

Primrose Everdeen- Originally reaped for the 74th Hunger Games and did not have to participate
when her sister, Katniss Everdeen volunteered and took her place. One of the only things that
mattered to Katniss.
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74th Hunger Games Recap

The reaping of tributes in District 12 began with Effie Trinket pulling out the name Primrose
Everdeen. Before she could make it up to the stage, her older sister, Katniss Everdeen volunteered
to take her place. From there, Peeta Mellark was the male tribute who was chosen and they were
allowed to say one last goodbye before departing to the Capitol, where their training would begin.

In the ceremony where the tributes are presented to all of Panem, Katniss and Peeta made a
statement, thanks to the help of their designer Cinna. They wore clothes that caught on fire and they
held hands, something that had not been done before. Their hands being held was a symbol of unity
and something that many people noticed. This was a threat to the Capitol because the point of the
games was to show that no matter how united they were as a nation, they would not be able to stand
against the Capitol.

Katniss and Peeta holding hands for all of Panem to see.

Shortly after, in the interview stage, Peeta stated his unrequited love for Katniss. This was a strategy
to gain sympathy from the crowd and to profit off that sympathy, hoping that people would send
them necessities during the games. Katniss did not like this idea and she would have rather worked
alone than to work with Peeta. Alliances were very common in the games, and there were quite a
couple people interested in working with Peeta, but not Katniss. During the physical training stages,
competitors are scored based on their performances and demonstrated skills. Katniss was the
highest scoring tribute, with an 11. Far more attention was given to her after this, but it also made
her a bigger target.
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When they entered the arena, a couple people were eliminated straight off and Katniss and
Peeta were separated. Peeta started running with the Careers (people who were trained and favored
to win), one of their biggest targets was Katniss because she had gained some attention from the
Capitol. While Katniss was on her own, she met a young girl, Rue, from District 11, who was hiding
and helped Katniss. They became friends and formed an alliance. Together, they fought and
survived, until Cato, from District 1, eliminated Rue. This sparked anger from many in District 11,
because she was so young and did not deserve to be eliminated in the way that she was. When she
left, instead of continuing to play the game, Katniss picked flowers and honored her. This was a
symbol of rebellion against what the Capitol wanted and fanned the flames of the riots in District
11.

As more tributes were eliminated, Katniss and Peeta were reunited and decided to play on their
‘romance’ to gain sponsors. The rest of the tributes were eliminated and it was only the two of them.
Neither of them wanted to be the one who survived so instead, they took a handful of Nightlock
Berries, (that will eliminate you when you ingest them) and decided they would rather both die than
be apart. When they put them in their mouths, the Gamemaker announced that they had both won
because it would have been far worse to not have a victor at all.

The “star crossed lovers” pictured moments before eating the nightlock berries.

Though they did this only because they were only looking out for themselves, it was seen as a
symbol of continual unity against the Capitol because they broke the rules and survived. When they
both won, District 11 fell into riots because this was a sign of hope. Though Katniss and Peeta were
not truly in love, they were saved by the facade of it.
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What Panem is faced with:

Ever since there were two victors of the 74th Games, the Capitol has been threatened by many
external and internal issues.

Riots: Ever since the canon sounded, and there were 2 victors of the 74th Games, there has been
anger in the Districts. Most notably, District 11 which has been known for agriculture, has burned a
lot of the shipments that were supposed to be sent to the Capitol. There was a small riot in District
8 where the Peacekeeper’s uniforms were being manufactured. It was quickly shut down, but not
before word to other Districts had been spread. Lastly, many people have been abandoning their
work and striking. These riots, and the upcoming victory tour that Ms.Everdeen and Mr. Mellark will
be going on, and is an extreme threat to the continued unification of Panem. This is one of the
biggest issues that Panem is faced with because it will destroy the fundamentals of what the nation
was built on.

The 75th Hunger Games: The 75th Games is merely 9 months away and since it is the 3rd
Quarter Quell, it calls for a special theme. This would be a perfect chance to drown out the whispers
of rebellion among the districts. When selecting this year's theme, as the council of President Snow,
you must think carefully and find a solution fast, as to what will serve as a good warning to the
rioters, without fanning the flames too much. In this process, you must also deal with Seneca Crane
and find a solution for what to do with him after he allowed two victors in the last games. If he is
allowed to live, he will be seen as a sign that the Capitol is losing its power. If he is to die, it sends a
message to the districts that the Capitol won’t stand for a rebellion.

Katniss Everdeen and Peeta Mellark: Their ‘love’ for one another is the only reason they won. It
is important to the Capitol that you decide whether or not to let them live separate lives after the
Games. If people see that they are not actually in love, their victory may be seen as a sign of
rebellion. Keep in mind that we know what Katniss loves most, and that is not in fact Peeta. She
volunteered to take the place of her sister, Primrose, fully understanding that she may not win.
Whether you choose to hold that over her head is up to you.

Worry within the Capitol:The youth of the Capitol is thrilled that there were two victors. They
now have two more dolls to groom and two more ‘heroes’ to worship for the next decades. Their
parents and the older generations of Capitol people do not feel the same. They watch the news after
their children go to bed, where they see footage of punishment of rioters and people trying to go
against the Capitol. Many of them know what the Dark Days were like and do not wish for the
DIstricts to rebel against the Capitol, for they enjoy their lifestyles. They live in extravagance and do
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not wish to give that up. How will you soothe the minds of those who support you, the council
of the President, the most?

Weakened Economy and Imports from Districts: Due to the riots and worry among the
Districts, there has been a weakened amount of imports to the Capitol. The Capitol and the Districts
have a deal, if the Districts provide them with necessities, then the Capitol provides shelter and
protection. Since Districts have been slowing production but the Capitol has not been slowing
consumption, an issue is growing. We call upon the Chiefs of imports and exports of the Districts
for aid in this area.
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Questions to consider

1. How will you use the force of Peacekeepers to assist in calming riots? (Consider your moves
carefully and what may eventually stab you in the back)

2. What will a good theme for the next games be? And how will you take advantage of the
situation to send out a message to the Districts?

3. What will you do with Seneca Crane? If you are to just replace him, what type of message
will that send out?

4. How will you maintain President Snow’s dictatorship over Panem when you as a nation are
faced with so much?

5. What will you tell those in the Capitol who are worried about what is happening out in the
Districts?

6. How will you combat the strikes in the Districts? What can be done to improve the
production rate within the districts?

7. What will you do to those who are not upholding their end of the deal?

(the three finger hand symbol that has been seen in the riots across the districts. What katniss everdeen has started)
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Character list:

For the capitol
Against the Capitol
Neither, it depends on how you play it

Effie Trinket: The escort of the District 12 tributes. She offers the tributes advice on their journey
before they enter the Games. She is a woman of the Capitol and dresses as extravagantly as one
from the Capitol would. She has worked with District 12 for many years, with their history of almost
never having a victor, she was used to them losing, and never built a connection with the tributes.
Now that Katniss and Peeta, both her tributes, have made it out alive, it is a question of where her
loyalty lies. She adores Capitol life, attends parties, and bathes in the riches that the Capitol provides.
As someone who works directly for the Capitol, rebelling is not an option. Or is it?

Plutarch Heavensbee: He is one of Snow’s consultants and has worked on the Game Maker's
committee for a while now. There have been whispers among them that if Crane is executed, exiled,
or even just fired, that he would be the one to take their place. Though he is a good friend of Snow’s
he has been campaigning pretty hard to become head gamemaker. Is this for an ulterior motive or
just for personal interest?

Cinna: He was Katniss’s designer and he grew very close to her. Though he is a friend of Katniss
and grew fond of her, he is still required to remain loyal to the Capitol. He is invited to the council
of Snow because people are there to examine him in case he shows rebellious tendencies, and so he
can prove that he is loyal to the Capitol. (You can look up more information about Cinna)

Desideria Talia: (dez- ih- dare- ee- uh) She is the head of the Finance Management Department
in the Capitol. Talia was born in the Capitol and has never stepped foot outside of it; from her youth
she has worked beside her father, Olev Talia. He was killed by rioters when he accompanied a band
of Peacekeepers to District 11. This occurred during the 74th Hunger Games when their tribute,
Rue, was eliminated in the arena. These riots have not only affected her personal life, but her job,
and the nation. Many workers in the districts have stopped work, and their work is essential to the
economy of Panem. She was heavily commemorated when news of her father’s murder was spread
and she is held in very high respects to President Snow.

Alex Aurelius: (are-el-ee-yus) He is the victor of the 67th Hunger Games, from District 1. He was
trained as a career since he could walk, yet when he went into the arena, he was utterly unprepared.
People know him as ‘lucky boots’, the only reason that he won the games was because of his luck.
He won when he got stuck in a cave long enough for the other tribute to be eliminated. After his
games, he had multiple public mental breakdowns, where he denounced the people of the Capitol
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and called them all ‘pathetic cowards’. The year after, his little sister was selected as a tribute and
was the first to be eliminated in her games. He was called to be in the Council because though he
holds heavy grudges against the Capitol, President Snow feels that if they can get someone who is
seen as the ‘Capitol’s enemy’ to be on the side of the Capitol, then people will not feel a need to
rebel. Ideally, Snow wanted to use him as an example.

Tryfon Cemil:(sem-ill) Cemil is the head of the Peacekeepers. He resides in the Capitol but his
family was from District 1. He was raised rich and did not face many of the struggles that people
have in the Districts, but he did earn his position as the leader of the Peacekeepers. He has always
been at the top of the peacekeeper training program and persistent to maintain order within Panem.
This bleeds into his work with the peacekeepers and their new regime against the potential threats in
Panem.

Kai Shiva: Chief of imports in District 4. From District 4, Shiva was the childhood best friend of
Finnick Odair, the 65th Hunger Games victor. They trained, swam, and did everything together
when they were younger and when Finnick was reaped at the age of 14, it destroyed Kai.
Throughout the preparation phase for the games, Shiva blamed himself and believed that he should
have taken Finnick’s place. Kai’s family was not particularly special, but his connection to Finnick
helped him a lot, especially after Finnick won. But, when Finnick returned, he barely saw him, he
knew that the Capitol was constantly taking advantage of Finnick and wanted to do something to
change that. Shiva was never a fan of the Capitol but saw that if he could prevent more people from
going through what his best friend had to go through, then he would have to get a well respected
position where his voice mattered. He worked hard, and with his undeniable charm, he made his way
to becoming the chief of imports.

Angel Saturnina: Angel is the niece of the President and she held lots of power in her opinion
alone. She is older than Snow’s granddaughter, and ever since her mom died, she has viewed her
uncle as a father figure. He trusts her opinion because she is young and knows what the younger
generation thinks. She is a yearly patron of the Hunger Games and supports the cause, during the
74th Games she sponsored Cato, who was the last to be eliminated. She has strong opinions about
the centralization of power in Panem and how security should be distributed, especially when it
comes to the riots. She believes that people who go against the Capitol should burn, because they
owe all they have to the Capitol. She lives in a world of excess and has never been hungry for a
moment in her life. Though she understands that there are hundreds of people in completely
opposite situations, she knows that she is where she is because she deserves it.

Selima Adalgard:(sell-ee muh) Adalgard owns a Casino in the Capitol that President Snow
frequents. They are good friends and Snow trusts her judgment. She has never been much of a fan
of the Games because it takes away from her business. Her Wife was from District 1 before she
moved to the Capitol. Though her wife was never reaped for the Games, the fear of it was
something that took a toll on her. Recently, she had been receiving less business and decided to
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check out the news that has been captivating people. When she saw the news, she saw footage
of the riots in District 11 and how people were burning the Capitol exports. She supports the stance
of the Capitol because if it were to fall, she would stand to lose everything she had worked for.

Zosime Volos:(zoh- see- may) Volos is a direct descendant of members of the previously
disbanded District 13. She has been regarded by the Capitol as a rebel, but she has done a lot to
prove her worthiness to have a job and be a part of the society after the rebellion. Snow trusts her
enough to invite her to a council meeting because she can provide intel about what the past district
13 was like and early signs of rebellion occurring again. The recent events have hit very close to
home for her. Though she was raised by a Capitol family after being separated from her parents, she
never truly supported the games and what they stood for. Her parents were publicly punished
because they were born into district 13, this is something that has never sat right with her, even
though she understood why it ‘had’ to be done. She does have insight into the riots and what that
could lead to if they persist within the districts. Whether she shares that insight is up for debate
because she is on thinner ice than everyone else and knows that one thing she says wrong could get
her removed.

October Arzu: Arzu was also a victor, she won the 53rd Games. She eliminated a record breaking
number of other tributes. She has been celebrated by the Capitol ever since, she was adorned with
the “apex award” for her quick victory. She is a career tribute from District 1 and was trained for her
whole life to participate in the games. Wholeheartedly, she supports the games and is the model
tribute and victor for a lot of people. She was invited to speak about her experience and help to
create a fitting theme for the 75th Games. She does not have much to lose by suggesting something
big and dangerous, because she knows the Capitol loves her and that if people did anything to her,
there would be a lot of backlash. She understands very well how the dynamics of the Games work in
order to keep those in the district under Capital control, and since she has moved to the Capitol, she
gladly takes part in the extravagant lifestyle.

Tzuri’el Kublai: (Zur-ee-uhl) He is a good friend of Katniss Everdeen and someone that she met
while she was training in the Capitol for the Games. He worked at the training facility and helped to
design the arena for the last games and knows a lot about the arenas, how to customize them, and
what works and doesn’t. He is being consulted for advice, but ever since the recent games, he has
gained some sympathy for Katniss and Peeta. He was heavily rooting for Katniss because while
training for the last games, she offered to help him clean the station. While cleaning together, he
learned about her life and how she volunteered for her sister. She was always fighting for her life
whether it was in the arena or in the slums of district 12. This interaction striked pity for Katniss and
in a way a new urge to hurt whoever was hurting Katniss, and that was the Capitol.

Eudora Serafim: Eudora Serafim was a name well known to Panem at one point. She was the one
who suggested the theme for the second Quarter Quell and Snow felt that she was reliable enough
to be invited back to help in the selection of the next theme. She thrives in the Capitol and it is very
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important to her to put an end to the whispers of rebellion so that she can continue to live in
luxury. Being a part of Snow’s board of consultants for many years, she knows what he likes to hear
and what to say to get her own way. She hopes that she can make another good enough suggestion
and wants to be a game maker that holds a lot of power. If she does well enough, she may find that
she will gain a promotion.

Elaina Coriander- She has been to several of President Snow’s meetings. She is his secret assassin
and she has taken out one or two potential threats to him and the Capitol as a whole. She is very
loyal to Snow especially after she was rescued by Snow when she was younger. She used to live in
District 11 and when she was 9 her parents were eliminated by rebels in a riot and she was left as an
orphan. Peacekeepers picked her up and brought her to the Capitol to be presented to the President.
He noticed that she could fight very well and decided to spare her and allow her to live in the
Capitol with the trainers. She was trained to be one of the strongest people in the Capitol and began
carrying out Snow’s orders when she was only 19. She had expected to become head peacekeeper
and might just try to do so if the previous one cannot deal with the riots correctly.

Nikolai Colbert- Colbert is engaged to be married to President Snow’s daughter. He was raised in
the Capitol and has never worked a day in his life. His father was rich and all the generations before
them as well. He is hoping that when he marries the daughter of the President, he can guarantee that
his children will never have to work as well. He does not feel anything toward the president's
daughter, but he understands that he must marry her in order to make a name for himself and gain
power. One of his favorite things in life are the Hunger Games and he would love for his very own
idea to become the one that is chosen for the next games.

Volumnia Gaul- As the Head Gamemaker for the 10th Hunger Games, she encouraged the newly
established mentor program and sparked creativity and innovation, pushing game makers to come
up with captivating and surprising ideas. Under her guidance, the 10th Hunger Games was a thrilling
sensation, breathing new life into the tradition and leaving an indelible mark in Panem's history. She
has many more ideas in mind to revitalize the games and she is very respected to this day.

Chrysan Commonwind- He is a journalist from District 7 who moved to the Capitol to join one of
Panem’s most reputed newspapers. He quickly joined the Hunger Games reporting team, and
therefore has interviewed both participants and game makers in the past. He knows all the ins and
outs of these games and he has recently learned that he will be covering the 75th edition of the
Hunger Games. However, some in District 7 say that his ultimate motive is to avenge his cousin,
who died in a prior edition of the games.

Apratis Solidwater- He is a fearless and skilled deep-sea diver from District 4, where the fishing
industry is the lifeblood of the community. Born into a family of seasoned fishermen, he inherited a
love for the ocean and an unwavering connection to the sea. His upbringing among the waves
shaped him into an adept swimmer, fisher, and a keen observer of marine life. Solidwater doesn't
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participate in the Hunger Games but becomes a key supporter of the district's resistance
movement. Her intimate knowledge of the coastal terrain and her ability to navigate the treacherous
underwater currents make her an ideal asset for smuggling supplies and messages to and from the
resistance.

Octavius Thistledown- Octavius Thistledown is a brilliant and enigmatic inventor from District 5,
where the Capitol harnesses power and technology. Born into a family of scientists and engineers,
Octavius possesses an innate curiosity and an exceptional aptitude for understanding and
manipulating electricity and energy sources. He is renowned in his district for his groundbreaking
inventions, which have significantly improved the lives of its citizens. While Octavius doesn't directly
participate in the Hunger Games, he plays a crucial role in supporting those who oppose the
Capitol.

Elara Ravenshadow- Elara Ravenshadow is a compassionate and skilled veterinarian from District
10, where livestock and agriculture are the primary industries. Growing up surrounded by animals,
she developed a deep affinity for creatures of all shapes and sizes. Elara's family has a long history of
caring for the district's livestock, and her love for animals has always been at the forefront of her life.
he secretly provides medical care and shelter to resistance members and those in need, using her
veterinary skills to heal both people and animals affected by the Capitol's tyranny.

Orion Nightshade- Orion Nightshade is a rugged and resourceful geologist from the coal-mining
district of District 12. Born into a family of miners, he was raised amidst the darkness of the mines,
where the earth's hidden treasures and perils became his playground. Orion's knowledge of minerals
and underground terrain runs deep, and he has a unique ability to discern the safety of the mines. He
provides invaluable knowledge of the district's underground passages and hidden routes, which
proves essential for resistance members to evade Capitol forces and transport crucial supplies.

Delilah Silverthorn- Delilah Silverthorn is a charismatic and ambitious Capitol liaison assigned to
oversee District 3. She was born and raised in the heart of the Capitol, and her upbringing in the
opulent and extravagant world of the Capitol's elite has instilled in her a deep appreciation for the
Capitol's power and authority. Her cunning and silver-tongued rhetoric serve her well in Capitol
politics, and she has made influential connections in her quest for advancement. She's an emblem of
the Capitol's manipulation, using her charisma and intellect to maintain control over the districts
while climbing the social and political ladder in the Capitol's elite circles.

Elias Wren- Elias Wren is a mysterious and enigmatic figure serving as a liaison between the Capitol
and District 8. Born in the Capitol, he grew up with all the privileges and luxuries of the Capitol's
elite. However, there's something about Elias that sets him apart from the typical Capitol denizen.
His motivations remain shrouded in secrecy. Elias Wren's role in the Capitol's rule is anything but
clear-cut. While officially aligned with the Capitol, there are hints that he may secretly support the
growing resistance movements in District 8. His subtle acts of kindness and attempts to ease the
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burden of the district's residents have not gone unnoticed, leading some to believe he is a
double agent or harboring a hidden agenda.

Aria Hawthorn- Aria Hawthorn is a brilliant agricultural scientist hailing from District 9, where
agriculture is the lifeblood of the community. She was raised in the district, surrounded by the vast
fields and intricate crop systems that sustain the Capitol and the districts alike. Aria's passion for
botany and agricultural research has made her a respected figure in her field. Some believe that Aria
may be covertly supporting the burgeoning resistance, using her scientific expertise to develop crop
strains that can be leveraged to help the districts. Others argue that her neutrality masks a more
profound, undisclosed loyalty to the Capitol.

Greyson Hale- Greyson Hale is a seasoned medical specialist hailing from District 6, where his
skills are essential in maintaining the Capitol's supply chain of pharmaceuticals and medical
technology. Born and raised in the district, Greyson witnessed the constant demand for medical
expertise in a place that caters to the Capitol's technological advancements. Greyson Hale's role is
steeped in intrigue, as he is a figure who dances the fine line between loyalty to the Capitol and
sympathy for the district's inhabitants. His dedication to healing the district's laborers endears him to
the community, but at the same time, he does not hesitate to support the Capitol in public.

Victoria Silverstone- Victoria Silverstone is a charismatic and unwavering advocate of the Capitol's
rule. Born and raised in the heart of the Capitol, she has a deep-seated appreciation for the Capitol's
power and the order it maintains in Panem. Her family has a long history of serving the Capitol's
interests. Within the Capitol, Victoria is a respected figure, admired for her unshakable loyalty and
persuasive skills. She uses her influence to sway public opinion and maintain unity under the
Capitol's rule. She thrives in the Capitol's social and political circles, where her charisma and
dedication to Capitol ideals make her a prominent voice in shaping the nation's future.

Caden Swiftarrow- Caden Swiftarrow is a renowned victor from District 5, having emerged
triumphant from the 64th Hunger Games. Hailing from a district known for its power and
technological prowess, Caden's victory was a testament to his ingenuity and resourcefulness. His
journey from a tribute to a victor has made him an iconic figure within Panem. As a past winner of
the Hunger Games, Caden Swiftarrow's presence is a symbol of hope and resilience. He is often
invited to Capitol events and District ceremonies as an embodiment of the Capitol's power, but his
stoic demeanor hides his inner turmoil and the scars left by the Games.

Thaddeus Ironheart- Thaddeus Ironheart is a fierce advocate against the Capitol's oppressive
regime, born and raised in District 12. His life has been marked by the relentless struggle for survival
in a district known for its coal mining and poverty. Witnessing the suffering and exploitation
endured by his fellow district residents has fueled his determination to oppose the Capitol. He uses
his oratory skills to mobilize the disheartened and downtrodden, fostering unity among the districts
and sparking the flames of rebellion. Thaddeus stands as a beacon of hope, reminding the oppressed
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that they have the power to defy the Capitol and take control of their destinies. His unwavering
passion for justice and his relentless advocacy for a better future make him a central figure in the
battle against Capitol oppression.

Isabella Rosecrimson- Isabella Rosecrimson is a high-ranking Capitol official with a reputation for
her unwavering loyalty to the Capitol's rule. Raised in the lap of luxury in the Capitol's elite circles,
she's known for her opulent lifestyle and deep connections to Capitol power. Isabella Rosecrimson is
a formidable figure within the Capitol's power structure. She uses her influence and resources to
support Capitol initiatives and stifle resistance. Her lavish events and public appearances serve as a
stark contrast to the hardships faced by the districts, emphasizing the Capitol's authority and
influence.

Marcella Fields- Marcella Fields is a passionate advocate against Capitol rule, raised in District 9's
agricultural community. Her life has been deeply intertwined with the struggle for survival and
resilience in a district known for its farmlands and hardworking residents. Witnessing the oppressive
Capitol presence and exploitation in her district ignited her determination to resist. Her knowledge
of agriculture and the district's resources ensures that the rebellion can sustain itself with food and
supplies.
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